
All the products (shown here) may not be available at the store. Please contact the staff  
or look at www.IKEA.com.au for more information. For more detailed product information,  
see the pricetag and the Internet. All units require assembly.

Relaxing sofa for the whole family
NORSBORG sofa is the perfect family sofa. It is both comfortable and 
practical and comes in many different shapes, styles and sizes. The 
soft, cosy comfort invites everyone to relax and the slightly higher 
armrests make it extra tempting to curl up in the corner. Plus, the 
cover is hardwearing and easy to remove and wash – so your family 
gets a lot of sofa time for their money.

Choose your favourite sofa
Big or small, colourful or neutral - NORSBORG sofa comes in many 
shapes, styles and sizes – so you can always choose the sofa that
suits you and your family best. The covers are hardwearing, 
removable and machine-washable. The legs are made of solid wood 
and extra high so that you can easily vacuum under the sofa. Also 
on the side of the armrests there are practical storage pockets for 
remote controls and other small things you want close at hand.

Buying guide

FUNCTIONS/PARTS
2-seat section
3-seat section
Chaise lounge section
Corner section
Armrest
Legs

Removable cover

Choice of cover

Washable cover

Read more in the guarantee 
brochure.

NORSBORG
Sofa series



Combinations
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Total price includes cover and legs:                             
EDUM beige with birch legs 992.398.18 $499

with metal legs 392.400.99 $499

EDUM bright green with birch legs 992.398.23 $499

with metal legs 192.401.04 $499

FINNSTA dark grey with birch legs 091.248.45 $599
with metal legs 092.422.26 $599

FINNSTA white with birch legs 891.248.65 $599
with metal legs 192.421.41 $599

Extra cover
EDUM beige 792.396.21 $94
EDUM bright green 692.396.26 $94
FINNSTA dark grey 491.032.66 $194
FINNSTA white 291.032.86 $194

Total price includes cover and legs: 
EDUM beige with birch legs 592.397.97 $514

with metal legs 592.400.79 $514

EDUM bright green with birch legs 192.398.03 $514
with metal legs 792.400.83 $514

FINNSTA dark grey with birch legs 091.254.11 $649
with metal legs 192.422.16 $649

FINNSTA white with birch legs 891.254.31 $649
with metal legs 292.421.31 $649

Extra cover

EDUM beige 292.395.86 $99
EDUM bright green 292.395.91 $99
FINNSTA dark grey 891.176.76 $234
FINNSTA white 691.176.96 $234

Total price includes cover and legs: 
EDUM beige with birch legs 292.401.94 $599

with metal legs 692.402.05 $599

EDUM bright green with birch legs 192.401.99 $599
with metal legs 892.402.09 $599

FINNSTA dark grey with birch legs 391.249.24 $699
with metal legs 992.422.41 $699

FINNSTA white with birch legs 191.249.44 $699
with metal legs 992.421.56 $699

Extra cover

EDUM beige 692.396.31 $114
EDUM bright green 592.396.36 $114
FINNSTA dark grey 091.035.60 $214
FINNSTA white 891.035.80 $214

NORSBORG 2-seat sofa.  
Total size: W153×D88×H85 cm.  
No. of packages for this combination: 5

NORSBORG 3-seat sofa.  
Total size: W213×D88×H85 cm.
No. of packages for this combination: 5

NORSBORG Chaise lounge.  
Total size: W110D157×H85 cm. 
No. of packages for this combination: 6
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Combinations

Total price includes cover and legs: 
EDUM beige with birch legs 292.400.09 $899

with metal legs 792.401.20 $899

EDUM bright green with birch legs 292.400.14 $899
with metal legs 192.401.23 $899

FINNSTA dark grey with birch legs 591.249.80 $1099
with metal legs 992.422.36 $1099

FINNSTA white with birch legs 991.249.97 $1099
with metal legs 092.421.51 $1099

Extra cover

EDUM beige 892.396.11 $159
EDUM bright green 792.396.16 $159
FINNSTA dark grey 491.036.24 $359
FINNSTA white 891.036.41 $359

NORSBORG 4-seat sofa with 2 chaise lounges.
Total size: W309×D88/157×H85 cm.
No. of packages for this combination: 11

NORSBORG 3-seat sofa with chaise lounge.
Total size: W231×D88/157×H85 cm. 
No. of packages for this combination: 8

Total price includes cover and legs: 
EDUM beige with birch legs 692.397.68 $1344

with metal legs 792.400.59 $1344

EDUM bright green with birch legs 692.397.73 $1344
with metal legs 992.400.63 $1344

FINNSTA dark grey with birch legs 291.251.27 $1544
with metal legs 292.422.06 $1544

FINNSTA white with birch legs 091.251.47 $1544
with metal legs 392.421.21 $1544

Extra cover

EDUM beige 492.395.66 $224
EDUM bright green 492.395.71 $224
FINNSTA dark grey 791.108.97 $424
FINNSTA white 191.109.18 $424

Total price includes cover and legs: 
EDUM beige with birch legs 992.399.98 $1299

with metal legs 892.401.10 $1299

EDUM bright green with birch legs 592.400.03 $1299
with metal legs 292.401.13 $1299

FINNSTA dark grey with birch legs 491.250.32 $1599
with metal legs 092.422.31 $1599

FINNSTA white with birch legs 291.250.47 $1599
with metal legs 092.421.46 $1599

Extra cover

EDUM beige 092.315.53 $224
EDUM bright green 992.315.58 $224
FINNSTA dark grey 091.057.00 $524
FINNSTA white 891.057.15 $524  

NORSBORG Corner sofa 4-seat.
Total size: W225×D225/88×85 cm.
No. of packages for this combination: 11
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NORSBORG Corner sofa 5-seat.
Total size: W285×D225/88×H85 cm. 
No. of packages for this combination: 11

Total price includes cover and legs: 
EDUM beige with birch legs 692.397.87  $1444

with metal legs 692.400.69  $1444

EDUM bright green with birch legs 692.397.92  $1444
with metal legs 892.400.73  $1444

FINNSTA dark grey with birch legs 591.252.01 $1644
with metal legs 292.422.11 $1644

FINNSTA white with birch legs 391.252.21 $1644
with metal legs 292.421.26 $1644

Extra cover

EDUM beige 392.395.76 $244
EDUM bright green 392.395.81 $244
FINNSTA dark grey 491.111.91 $444
FINNSTA white 191.112.01 $444
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Total price includes cover and legs: 
EDUM beige with birch legs 092.397.47 $2189

with metal legs 892.400.49 $2189

EDUM bright green with birch legs 892.397.53 $2189
with metal legs 092.400.53 $2189

FINNSTA dark grey with birch legs 291.253.06 $2489
with metal legs 992.421.99 $2489

FINNSTA white with birch legs 091.253.26 $2489
with metal legs 392.421.16 $2489

Extra cover

EDUM beige 192.395.58 $354
EDUM bright green 792.395.60 $354
FINNSTA dark grey 091.112.54 $654
FINNSTA white 991.112.64 $654

Total price includes cover and legs: 
EDUM beige with birch legs 292.398.07 $1744

with metal legs 492.400.89 $1744

EDUM bright green with birch legs 292.398.12 $1744
with metal legs 692.400.93 $1744

FINNSTA dark grey with birch legs 691.252.53 $2044
with metal legs 392.422.20 $2044

FINNSTA white with birch legs 791.252.76 $2044
with metal legs 392.421.35 $2044

Extra cover

EDUM beige 192.395.96 $289
EDUM bright green 792.396.02 $289
FINNSTA dark grey 791.112.36 $589
FINNSTA white 391.112.24 $589

NORSBORG Corner sofa 5-seat with chaise lounge. 
Total size: W225/303×D157 (chaise lounge) ×H85 cm. 
No. of packages for this combination: 14

NORSBORG U-shaped sofa 6 seat
Total size: W297×D88/225×H85 cm.
No. of packages for this combination: 17
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Good to know

4. Reversible back cushions filled with polyester fibres provide soft 
support for your back and two different sides to wear.

5. Always end your NORSBORG combination with an  
armrest.

1. You can store remote controls and other smaller items in the 
practical pockets on the side of the armrests.

2. Seat cushions with high resilience foam that are soft,  
comfortable and durable. The filling quickly regains its shape 
when you stand up.

3. If you choose a combination with a corner section, note that 
there are 4 legs in the package and that you only use 3 of them, 
so there will be one extra leg left.

1

2

3

4
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Our fabrics have been tested
At IKEA we test the fabric covers on our sofas and  
armchairs so you can be sure they’re durable. The fabric’s ability 
to resist abrasion is tested by using a machine to rub it against 
another fabric while applying firm pressure. A fabric that can 
take 15,000 cycles is suitable for furniture that must withstand 
everyday life at home – and if it can take more than 30,000 
cycles, it is very resistant to abrasion. All fabrics are sensitive to 
sunlight, which is why we also check that our fabrics resist fading 
effectively.

Durable in different ways
Tough tests are an important way to check the durability of our 
fabric covers, but they don’t tell the whole story. Durability also 
depends on materials, construction and manner of use. Heavy, 
tightly woven fabrics with a flat surface are most resistant to 
abrasion. Fabrics with a mixture of natural and synthetic fibres 
can withstand abrasion better than fabrics with only natural 
fibres. Yarn-dyed fabrics are more durable than fabrics with 
printed patterns. And a dirty cover wears out faster than a clean 
one. The fabric is also affected by how you use your sofa of 
course.

Washing instructions
Resistance to 
abrasion (cycles)

Light -fastness 
(0-6)

FINNSTA: Heavy cotton- and polyester mix with a nice texture. Yarn-dyed with a slight two-tone effect. Machine washable at 40°C. 25.000 5

EDUM : Fabric made of a polyester- and cotton mix. The woven textile creates a finely striped effect. Machine washable at 40°C. 20.000 5



All parts and prices

Cover for 2-seat section. 

EDUM beige 603.825.91 $60
EDUM bright green 403.825.73  $60
FINNSTA dark grey 303.040.76 $125
FINNSTA white 703.040.79 $125

Cover for 3-seat section. 

EDUM beige 303.826.01 $80
EDUM bright green 703.825.95 $80
FINNSTA dark grey 903.041.01 $145
FINNSTA white 003.041.05 $145

Cover for corner section. 

EDUM beige 903.826.17 $70
EDUM bright green 803.826.13 $70
FINNSTA dark grey 503.041.22 $105
FINNSTA white 603.041.26 $105

Cover for chaise lounge section. 

EDUM beige 003.826.26 $65
EDUM bright green 103.826.21 $65
FINNSTA dark grey 503.042.02 $165
FINNSTA white 603.042.06 $165

Cover for armrest. 

EDUM beige 603.826.09 $34
EDUM bright green 403.826.05 $34
FINNSTA dark grey 103.041.81 $69
FINNSTA white 203.041.85 $69

NORSBORG 2-seat section. 121×88×52 cm. 

803.192.97 $295

NORSBORG 3-seat section. 181×88×52 cm.

803.193.01 $375

NORSBORG corner section. 88×88×52 cm. 

103.193.09 $360

NORSBORG chaise lounge section. 80×157×52 cm. 

903.193.05 $305

NORSBORG armrest, 2-pack. 16×88×52 cm. 

503.042.21 $80

Legs. Height 18 cm. 

Birch 003.037.52 $30

Legs. Height 18 cm.
Metal  403.826.29 $30
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For more information about our services, visit IKEA.com.au

You can do it yourself,  
but you don’t have to
IKEA products are designed to be taken home and assembled yourself.  
But if you would like some help, we can offer you a range of services.  
For more information contact your local IKEA store or visit IKEA.com.au

Interest free finance available
To realise your dream today, we offer interest free finance* to 
approved customers. You can apply online, over the phone or 
in-store at our planning desks.

*Terms, conditions, fees, charges and lending criteria apply.

Delivery
Can’t take your furniture with you? 
We’ll bring it to your home or workplace.

Assembly
Sometimes it’s nice to have someone else put your 
furniture together. We’re happy to do it for you.


